The prosodic characteristics of utterances produced by second-language learners were investigated using reiterant speech (RS), a stylized form of speaking in which every syllable is replaced with a standard syllable such as ma], so that the phrase \the table" is pronounced \ma MAma." Native speakers of Chinese and Spanish produced RS versions of short phrases in English and in their native language. Preliminary phonetic analysis shows that the English RS tokens were less accurately produced than were the native-language tokens. A subset of the English tokens were then used as stimuli in a perception test in which native English listeners heard each RS phrase and judged whether it \matched" or \did not match" an English phrase presented to them visually. The stimulus set consisted of English RS produced by both non-native and native speakers. Preliminary results indicate that listeners were better at judging the match/mismatch of the native English RS tokens than the non-native tokens. This result indicates that there are perceptually relevant di erences between native and foreign-accented RS, and suggests that practice in producing more authentic English RS might be a useful method of teaching aspects of English prosody to second-language learners.
Introduction
This study investigated the global prosodic characteristics of utterances produced by adult second-language learners, and how these characteristics a ect perception by native listeners. To do this, we used a stylized form of speaking called reiterant speech.
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Reiterant speech
In reiterant speech, every syllable of a phrase is replaced with a standard syllable such as ma], but most of the rhythmic and melodic features of the phrase are maintained. Thus the word \acoustics" may be pronounced as \maMAma", and the sentence \The table is red." as \ma MAma ma MA".
Rationale
This particular speech style was adopted for several reasons: First, acoustic studies have shown that reiterant speech preserves many prosodic e ects observed in real speech, while neutralizing segmental variability (Liberman & Streeter, 1978; Nakatani et al., 1981; Larkey, 1983) . Second, by using reiterant speech rather than natural speech, it is possible to obtain perceptual responses which are based on global features independent of phonetic content (Nakatani & Scha er, 78) . Finally, reiterant speech was regarded as a potential medium through which to teach better English prosody to nonnative speakers. A training program using reiterant speech might help the learners to focus their attention on rhythmic and prosodic properties of English.
if reiterant speech is to be useful as a tool for improving intelligibility, then we rst need to determine whether reiterant speech produced by accented speakers diverges from that produced by native speakers in perceptually relevant ways. We report the results of two experiments which tested this possibility. The target language was English, and the language background of the nonnative speakers was either Chinese or Spanish.
2 Experiment I: Collection of reiterant speech
Methods
In Experiment I, reiterant speech productions were collected from 3 groups of speakers: native speakers of Chinese, native speakers of Spanish, and a control group of native English speakers. All speakers produced reiterant tokens of a set of English phrases selected randomly from texts. The phrases were 3 to 6 syllables in length, and had a variety of stress patterns. Stress was marked in a binary fashion, as either stressed or unstressed. In addition to the English phrases, the Chinese and Spanish speakers produced reiterant tokens of an analogous set of phrases in their native language. These non-English tokens were collected to evaluate how well the speakers could produce reiterant speech in their native language, and to compare this to their performance in English. After practice, the speakers read each phrase twice, rst in a normal fashion, and then repeated in reiterant form. Only the reiterant tokens were used for analysis. We conducted a simple phonetic analysis in which we counted the the number of reiterant syllables in each token, and computed the percentage of tokens which had the correct number of syllables.
Results
Results are summarized in Figure 1 . Each bar plots the percentage of reiterant tokens with the correct number of syllables, averaged across speakers in each group. The \Chinese" and \Spanish" groups have two bars, one for their native language and one for English. Results indicate that both Chinese and Spanish speakers were less accurate in English than in their native language. The di erence is much larger for the Chinese speakers, however. They performed almost perfectly in their native language.
Results also show that native speakers were slightly more accurate in English reiterant speech than were Spanish speakers, who were in turn more accurate than Chinese speakers. The Chinese speakers made errors in more than a third of the English phrases.
Thus, with a phonetic measure as primitive as counting the number of reiterant syllables, the data revealed predicted di erences between reiterant speech produced by native and nonnative speakers (Levitt, 1991) .
3 Experiment II: Perception of English reiterant speech by native listeners
General methods
This simple phonetic measure does not take into account other prosodic features, such as stress, which are more di cult to measure reliably.
Therefore, a subset of the production data was used as stimuli in a perception test. The subset consisted of English reiterant productions by the 2 \best" speakers from each of the 3 language groups. These were the speakers who ranked either rst or second in their group, according to the percentage of tokens with the correct number of syllables. A group of normal-hearing, native English listeners participated in a single-interval yes/no discrimination task. On each trial, subjects listened to one reiterant speech phrase, and were presented with a written English phrase on the computer screen. Their task was to tell whether the spoken reiterant phrase \matched" or \did not match" the written English match phrase.
Trial types
Each reiterant token was used in a pair of trials, a match trial, in which the written match phrase was identical to the phrase used to elicit the reiterant speech from the speakers, and a mismatch trial, in which the match phrase was some other phrase selected randomly from texts (see Figure 2) . The same match phrases were used for all speakers.
For each pair, we further manipulated how similar the written match phrase was to the eliciting phrase in the mismatch trial. This was done with respect to 2 prosodic factors (see Figure 2 ). The rst was the syllable count, where the match phrase had either the same number of syllables as the eliciting phrase, or a di erent number of syllables; these were 1 syllable longer or shorter than the eliciting phrases. The second prosodic factor was the stress pattern of the match phrase relative to the eliciting phrase. This factor had 3 conditions. In the identical stress condition, the match phrase was a distinct English phrase, but had the same stress pattern. In the minimal di erence condition, the stress pattern of the match phrase was the same except for 1 syllable. Finally, in a large di erence condition, the match phrase had a stress pattern that had more than 1 syllable of di erence.
3.3 Assessing \native-like" prosody IF a spoken reiterant stimulus had native-like prosodic characteristics, then native listeners should be relatively good at judging whether or not it matches a given English phrase. However, if it only poorly approximates English prosody, then listeners should be less able to tell the di erence between a \match" and a \mismatch". Thus, to assess the quality of the reiterant productions, we estimated the discriminability between match trials and mismatch trials, using the bias-free measure called d 0 from Signal Detection Theory (Green & Swets, 1974) . The higher the d 0 , the better the discrimination. Better discrimination was interpreted to mean more native-like prosody.
Question 1
The rst question addressed whether reiterant tokens by nonnative speakers are generally less discriminable than those by native speakers. The native speakers' tokens were the most discriminable, closely followed by the Spanish speakers' tokens. The Chinese productions were the least discriminable.
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Question 2
The next question addressed whether further di erences between native and nonnative tokens could be observed when listeners' responses are analyzed with respect to the 2 prosodic factors, syllable count and stress pattern. As an example, take the rst factor, syllable count. If speakers are good at producing the correct number of reiterant syllables, and if listeners are good at discriminating on that basis, then d 0 should be relatively low in the \same" condition, and much higher in the \di erent" condition. 
Conclusion
In summary, results from the 2 experiments show that there are perceptually relevant di erences between reiterant speech produced by native and nonnative speakers of English. The results also suggest that nonnative speakers nd it di cult to produce reiterant forms of a phrase with the correct number of syllables, and with an appropriate pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables. Of course, there are other prosodic properties of nonnative reiterant speech, such as pitch accent and juncture, which are also likely to a ect native listeners' perception.
Results from this study are encouraging from a practical standpoint. It seems possible that reiterant speech might be an e ective method for evaluating and teaching English prosody. Furthermore, study of nonnative reiterant speech may provide additional theoretical insights. It may serve as a \window" through which to probe nonnative learners' understanding of the prosodic structure of the target language.
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